
Graphs and set systems 

Läszlöd Loväsz 

A graph is an ordered pair (g, %) where G is a system of pairs 

of the finite set g. ‘hus the notion of (finite) set-systems is 

a natural generalization of the notion of graphs: a set-system is 

an ordered pair ( h, H) where h is a finite set (the set of 

vertices) and H is a system of subsets (edges) of h. Here we 

do not allow multiple edges, but the graphs may have such edges. 

The aim of this lecture is to examine problems arising if we want 

to generalize notions and theorems of graph theory for set-systens. 

1. Let 5 = (h, H) bea set system. Denote by K, the complete 

graph spanned by the elements of the set E and put 8. = mene 

(common edges with respective multiplicities). A circuit of 6. is 

said to be a circuit of §. Such a circuit is trivial, if a1? of 

its edges belong to the same Kae Among the non-trivial circuits 

the most interesting ones are the simple circuits, the edges of 

which belong to different Kp-Se Note that a trivial and a non-tri- 

vial circuit may have the same sequence of vertices. 

It is obvious, that 

  

| Theorem 1: A shortest non-trivial circuit is simple. 

If (h, H) and (h', H') are two set-systems and h' ch, 

H' c H then we shall say that <¢ h', H') is a subsystem of ( h,H). 

A set-system is a uniform k-system, if its edges are k-tuples. 

A graph is a uniform 2-systen. 

The notion of chromatic number was generalized for set-systems by 

ERDÜS and Hagnan [1] 1), The chromatic number of the set-systen 

1) The property that a set-system has chromatic number 2 was introduced 

by Miller (property B).



(h, H) is the least natural number n of the following property: 

there exists a decomposition of h into classes Ajreres An such 

that none of these classes contains an edge of the set-systen 2), 

The set {AyseeesAn) is a colouring of (h, H). 

A notion of graph iheory may have more possible generalizations. 

A forest is a graph containing no (non-trivial) circuits. A set- 

system of this property will be said to be circuitless. A graph is 

a forest if and onlyif v=e+v, where v, e and v are the 

number of vertices, edges and connected components of the graph, 

resp. Let v denote the number of connected components of Bes then 

Theorem 2: A set-system ( h, H) is circuitless if and only if 

IHl=v+ I (del - 9 (1) 
EeH 

The proof is just like the proof of (2.5) in [2]. 

ERDUS suggested the question: what can we say about set-systens 

which contain simple circuits only of length 2 ? Graphs of this 

property are forests. 

Theorem 3: Let § = ( h, H) be a set-system having simple 

circuits only of length 2; suppose that two edges of § have at 

most two points in common. Let further 6. have v connected 

components and yw lobes (a cut-edge is also a lobe) then 

> (f[s] - 2) +yp+v = [hI- (2) 
EEH 

Proof : We use induction on |hl; for |h| = 1 the theorem 

is obvious. 

Let |h| 2 2, H = {By,+--,E,} 

If w>1, then (2) holds for every lobe by the induction hypo~ 

thesis and then adding these equalities we obtain (2). 

Thus we may suppose that u = 1 and consequently v = 1. 

If x €h and x is incident say only to E, then putting 

2) Speaking about the chromatic number of a set-system ~ and only in this 

case - we suppose that it does not contain edges of one element. 
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hı=h- {x}, H, = {E, - {x}, Eyes)» the application of the 

induction hypothesis on ( hy» Hy ) proves the theoren. 

Suppose now that such an x does not exist and consider the sets 

ENF (8h, Fe H, ENF #6, E#F). 

a) If EB, FEH, EF then |ENF| #1 (i.e. [EN FL = 0 
or 2). 

Suppose that ENF= {a}. Because of wp = 1 there exists a shor- 

test path (bo 9++29d,) (b, #a) of 2, connecting a vertex of E 

to a vertex of F. Then (asDoreeeyd,) span a simple circuit of 

length 2 3, this is a contradiction. 

db) If ENF#¢ EtN Ft (SB +F 3 Et ¢ Ff; BE, Bt, F, FY € H), 
then ENFN ENF = 

Suppose that x € EN FN E'N Ff, Because of a) EN F = {x,y}, 

E' N Ft = {x,z}. If say E! = &, then putting FN F! = {x,t}, 

(y,2,t) span a simple circuit. If E#+E!, H#F', F+E!, 

F+ F' then putting EN Bf = {x,t}, FN F' = {x,u}, (t,2,u,y) 

span a simple circuit. 

We construct a pair graph 6, as follows. Let A = {EN FB: 

E+FeH, ENT # 0} and let the set of vertices of &, be 

AU H. We connect VeA to VeH if and only if UcV. 

8, is a tree; really, because of v = 1 it is connected, and 

if it contained a circuit (E, N Bays Eiseres 2, n Fos EN) then 

obviously r2 3 and taking x; € EB, F, (1<si<sr) (Ks X.) 

would be a simple circuit of length r. 

By a) and b) 6, has |H| + al vertices and al edges. 
EEeH 

Consequently 

Ip ial = lälen 
Ee€H 

which is equivalent with (2). 
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This theorem implies the following conjecture of ERDÖS : 

Theorem 4: If H is a system of triplets of h and 

|H| 2 |b] - 14 then (h, H) contains a simple circuit of 

length 2 3. 

A third possibility to generalize the notion of forest is the fol- 

lowing: let the set-system ( h, H) be said to be a forest if for 

any (h', H') subsystem of it we have |h'| 2 |H'| + 1. A tree 

is a forest for which |h| = [H] + 1. 

ErDds conjectured, that 

| Theorem 5: A forest has chromatic number 2. 

He mentioned, that his conjecture is sharp for uniform 3-systems: 

Let the set of vertices of a set-system be the points of the pro- 

jective plane of 7 points (see Fig.) and let the edges be the trip- 

lets of points lying on a line. For this set-system it holds, that 

any subset (h', H') of it satisfies |h'| 2 |H'| +1, except when 

ht =h, |h| = |Hl, although it has chromatic number 3. For uni- 

form k-systems (k 2 4) the theorem is probably not sharp. 

Abb. 1 

Proof: We use induction on [h|. For |h| = 1 the theorem 

is obvious. Suppose that the theorem is true if |h| <k (k2 2). 

Let ¢ hy» Hy ) be a maximal tree contained in the forest ( h, H) 

(|h| = k), such that bh th. Put bu,=h-h, ,=H-H. If 

there is no edge having a common point with both of h, and Do» 

then ¢ No» Hp ) is a forest and by the induction hypothesis we 

can colour ¢ hy» H, ) and ( ho, Hy) by 2 colours. 

Now let Ey eH, x €é Ey N hy» ye Ey N hos Put 

HS = {EN h, + E€ Ho, E + ELS. ( Ros Hy ) is a forest; really, 
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Ina] = [nl - [by] = [BH] +1 - [Hj] - 1 = [a] = [HS] +4 and if 

« has Hy ) is a subsystem of it (hy +h), then by the maximality 

of (hy, H, ) we obtain |h, U hal > |H, U H,| + 1 and thus 

> _ : [h5| 2 |H,| + [#5] |h,| + 2 |H| + 1. 

Let (A,B) be a colouring of ( hy» Hy >, (€C,D) a colouring of 

« ho, HS >). Let xé€ A, yéC, say. Then (AUD, BUD) isa 

colouring of (h, H). The proof is complete. 

2. TUTTE and ZYKOV proved that there exist graphs of arbitrary 

large chromatic number containing no triangles. ([{3], [#]). 

This theorem was generalized by ERDöS. He showed that for any n 

and s there exists a graph of chromatic number n containing 

circuits only longer than s. His proof uses the "probabilistic 

method", i. e. it does not give a concrete example. A concrete 

example was given by ZYkov for s = 5 and by NESETRIL for 

s = 6, 7.({5])- 

ERDÖS and HAJNAL generalized the theorem of ERDÜS for set-systens 

also by probabilistic methods. We prove the theorem of ERDÖS and 

HAJNAL by a direct construction. This gives a construction for 

ERDÖS ' theorem. ([2]) 

Theorem 6: Let k, n, Ss be given natural numbers. We construct 

a uniform k-system of the following properties: 

(i) its non-trivial circuits are longer than s; 

(ii) it has chromatic number n. 

In fact, instead of (i) ERDÖS and HAJNAL required an other proper- 

ty; the equivalence of the two properties is shown by Theorem 2. 

Proof : let §(k,n,s) denote the required set-system. 

We shall construct it by induction on n. For n= 2 a set-systen 

consisting of a single k-tuple satisfies (i) and (ii). 

Let us suppose that §(k,n-1,s) is already constructed. Let us ta~ 

ke some copies $4, Hore+es Hy of §(k,n-1,5) (r will be deter- 
r ro 

mined later). Put §; = (hyy Hp), b= Ul hi, Ht U Hy, 
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Q= {hjy.++,h,}- We are going to carry out the construction by ad- 

ding some further k-tuples of h. Let H" denote the set of the- 

se new k-tuples. 

Let us investigate what kind of properties the set-systen 

R = (h, QU H") must have to guarantee that § = ( h, H'U H") 

satisfies the requirements (i) and (ii). 

Put E=B if Be H" and E=h, if Be H,. Thus if 
EEeH'UH" then EE QU H" and Ec &. To a circuit of 6 

we make correspond a circuit of Be such that we substitute the 

edges of it belonging to K, by edges belonging to Khe If the 

original circuit has been non-trivial and the obtained one is tri- 

vial then the original one has been a circuit of 5; for some i, 

and consequently it is longer then s. Thus if we require the 

non-trivial circuits of & to be longer than s_ , (i) is satis- 

fied. 

On the other hand we want § to be at least (n+1)-chromatic. Let 

us split the set h into n disjoint classes Asse Ane if 

there is an i such that h,NA, = £ then by the induction hy- 

pothesis one of the classes Agyeres An contains an eäge of 5; 

Thus it is enough to guarantee that if hs N A, + @ for every i 

then one of the edges of H" is a subset of Aye 

Thus it is enough to construct a set-system R(k,l,s) = (h, K) 

of the following properties: 

(i) K = H* U Q where the edges of H* and G are k-tuples 

and l-tuples respectively; 

(ii) if BeQ and Feg then ENF= G 
(iii) &(k,1,s) contains non-trivial circuits only longer 

than s. 

Civ) if M is a subset of h such that for any E € Q 

EN M # @ then there exists an Fe H* such that FC i. 

We prove this lemma by induction on k and simultanously on s. 

For k=1 and any s_ the set-system (h, K), Ke=H* UG, 

h = {1,...,1}, H* = {{1},.-., {1}}, @ = {bh} satisfies the require- 
ments. 
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For s=1 (iii) is insignificant. Let Eyveces Ey be disjoint 

l-tuples and let H* consist of all k-tuples of EU EU... U 

E, = h. Putting K=HUQ, Q= {E,,e0+,B,}, (h,K) satisfies 

the other requirements. 

We may suppose that we have constructed R(k-1,1,s) and R(K,,1,8-1) 

for any koe We know, that R(k-1,l,s) = ¢ hore U HM, ) where He 

consists of (k-1)-tuples and Q consists of disjoint 1-tuples. 

Put [He | =k. Then R(K,,1,8-1) = ( hy »K, ) exists and 

K, = Q, U HA where the elements of 4 and 47 are l-tuples 

x 
and k,-tuples respectively. Let us take for every Fe Hy a copy 

Rp = « ps Ap ) of R(k-1,1,5) such that hp, n hy, = 6 if 

F, $F. Put Ap = Q,U HP where Q, and H, are the sets of 

l-tuples and (k-1)-tuples of Kp» respectively. To every J€ HR 

we make correspond an element X of F, to different J-s we 

make correspond different x; - s, and we denote the set JU {xp 

by J*. Put Hy = {J* : J € HR}, HY =U HR, Q= U QU Qs, 
FeH}, 

K=H*UQ, h= U  h,Uh,. We shall prove, that & = (h, K) 
Fr eH) F 

satisfies the requirements (i) - (iv). 

A) (i) and (ii) are obvious. 

B) Put E=E if Beg, and E=F if Be Q,U Hy. Let 
Aqrese dy be the vertices of a shortest nontrivial circuit S 

of &. Because of Theorem 1, S is simple. We make correspond 

to S a circuit § of the same vertices substituting its edges 

belonging to Ke by edges of Ka . 

a) If S is trivial then obviously its edges belong to Gr U Hy 

for some F. a; € F; really, a, € F would imply that the two 

edges of S incident with a; belong to the same Kp which is a 

contradiction since S is simple. But then Qzeeee, 8 Span a 

nontrivial circuit of Rp and thus t> s. 

B) Suppose that S is non-trivial. Obviously there exists an a; 

which belongs to h, for some F € He _The two edges of S in- 

cident with ay belong to Ks hence S is not simple. Because 
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of Theorem 1, S is not a shortest non-trivial circuit of 

K(k,1,8-1), ieee t> s, qed. 

C) Let M be a subset of h such that MN E is not empty for 

any E¢€qQ. Then there is an Fe H) such that FCM. Further 

there is Je 5 such that Jc i. x, € F and therefore 

Jv = TU {xj} cM. 

The proof of Theorem 6 is complete now. It is interesting, that if 

I wanted to tell the construction only for graphs I ought to use 

set-systems, too. 
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